NOCAC Child Development
Sensory and Adaptive Equipment Plan

___________________ has received the following sensory soothing device to help the child feel grounded in the
classroom. The benefits of said device are endless and this device was given to said child in order to help
them become /stay successful in the classroom.
IEP Requirement:

YES

NO

(Delete whichever the child is not using)
___ Weighted/Compression Vest
-This device can either be used for compression or weight or a combination of both. The weight is
2 lbs and the vest combines weight and pressure to provide a reassuring "hug" that helps calm kids so
they can focus and learn.
___ Weighted Blanket
-Weighted blankets are one of the most effective tools for helping those difficult to calm down,
high energy sensory kids. The weighted blanket is used for full day classrooms at nap time.
___Weighted Lap Pad
-Children with excessively high energy levels or sensory issues find these weighted lap pads
soothing for circle time or throughout the day. They can wrap them around their shoulders or whole
body, or place them on their lap during circle time, lunch time, small group, or any other time they feel as
if they need it.
___Wiggle Cushion
-Like a balance ball for kids, the spiky tactile cushion improves posture and focus simultaneously.
This is used during circle time and can be used on seats during small group or lunch/snack.

Reason for child using device:
When child uses device: Teacher will make available at
Goal:

Mental/Health Behavior Specialist spoke with Parent/Guardian on: ___________________________________________
Teacher is signing to show they understand why and how the device should be used in the classroom for
the above specified child: ___________________________________________________________________________________________
Parent/Guardian is signing to show they understand why and how the device will be used in the
classroom for their child: ___________________________________________________________________________________________

